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Minutes of an OBC Committee Meeting held on Friday 31st March 2023 in the Cooper 
Lounge, Expanse Hotel, Bridlington, starting at 7:30 pm 
 
Circulation: 
Officers & Committee: 
BC Back; MA Barmby;  JC Blythe; PJV Elliott; M Eveleigh; JR Ezard; A Fumagalli; PM Gibson;  
S Green; DN Kitching; K Parker-Randall; S Shilladay; IR Watson; DT Wilkinson; TH Wright 
Branch Secretaries: E de Brouwer; AE Calvert; PM Gibson; IR Watson; MJ Woodhouse 
Past Presidents: D Evans; TR Kench; A Sugdon; ME Wilson; JF Wresdell 
Investment Signatories: DJ Burnett; PM Gibson; PW Thompson; DT Wilkinson 
Attendance: 
MA Barmby; JC Blythe; PJV Elliott; M Eveleigh; JR Ezard; PM Gibson; S Green;  
S Shilladay; IR Watson; DT Wilkinson; A Sugdon; JF Wresdell 
 
1. Apologies:  BC Back; A Fumagalli; AE Calvert; MJ Woodhouse; D Evans; TR Kench;  
ME Wilson; PW Thompson   Absent:  K Parker-Randall; TH Wright; E de Brouwer; DJ Burnett 

A short silence was observed in memory of the following recently-deceased OBs: 
Tony Appleton (51-56) 
Robert William (‘Bob’) Davies (42-47) 
Mike Drury (51-58) 
John Ginesi (52-55) 
Dennis Storey (41-48) 
 
2. Minutes of last Committee Meeting on 20th January 2023 
Having been circulated in amended version, these were taken as read, then approved and 
signed following a proposition from PMG seconded by SSh. 
 
3. Matters arising from meeting on 20th January 2023 
(a) Subscriptions: PMG reported that since the last meeting, a further 6 members have paid 
their annual subscriptions, leaving 4 who last paid in October 2021. He has tried without 
success to contact the latter group and proposed to re-categorise them as lapsed. 
(b) Archive Storage: SSh reported that she has removed from the archives room a 
considerable quantity of non-OBC items, which will remain elsewhere at School. She noted 
that two filing cabinets of OBC material kept in the room are locked and the keys missing: 
Helen Evans, School Finance Officer, will try to locate the keys; she has also ordered two 
further filing cabinets, to be paid for by the Club.  
SSh also reported that there is in the room a large number of back issues of the OB 
magazine, which will be stored in the new filing cabinets. It was suggested that these could 
be offered to members and to the Bayle Museum or Bridlington Library, and MAB also 
offered to organise the sale of some on ebay. 
In response to a query from JFW, it was confirmed that there are in the Archives several full 
sets of The Bridlingtonian magazine, dating from the earliest years to the last issue in 1965. 
SSh expressed her gratitude to Sarah Knight, the Head’s PA, for her help in facilitating access 
to the Archives. 
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(c) Photography of School buildings and teams: SGr reported that when she has access to 
old team photographs, currently stored in the locked filing cabinets in the archives room, 
she will take photographs of their present-day counterparts, the resulting ‘Then and Now’ 
images to be placed on Facebook, printed in the Magazine and, if appropriate, sent out by 
eblast.  
(d) Lapel Pins: JRE reported his findings on the provision of new lapel pins, to replace the 
current stock which is now nearly exhausted.  
He noted that these will be similar to the old stock and that he had been offered a price of 
£0.90 per badge for a production run of 300. On a proposal by PMG and seconded by DTW, 
it was agreed unanimously to place an order for 300. DTW noted that payment for these 
would be made from the savings account rather than from the annual budget. 
SGr suggested that badges could be given to prize winners on awards night, and this will be 
discussed at the next meeting. 
 
4. Correspondence 
A communication had been received from Neil Kitching announcing his resignation from the 
Committee with immediate effect, owing to commitments elsewhere. The Chairman and 
Committee expressed their thanks to Neil for his many years of service and for his valuable 
advice and wise counsel throughout this period. 
The Secretary reported that there had been no other formal correspondence since the last 
meeting but that there had been some exchanges of emails, which are reported on at the 
appropriate places in the current minutes. 
 
5. Main Agenda Items 
(a) President’s Remarks 
PJVE said that he has enjoyed his year in office so far, and thanked PMG and MEv for their 
efforts organising the recent London Branch reunion. He noted that during his year in office 
he is sponsoring a place at each branch reunion for a recent School leaver living in the 
vicinity of the branch. SGr has agreed to provide contact details for the leavers concerned.  
(b) Treasurer’s Report 
The accounts summary provided by the Treasurer was circulated. This showed a combined  
balance on the General and Subscriptions Accounts and the Savings Account of £23,911.15 
at 2nd March 2023. Funds committed for the current year, for the OB Chronicle and School 
prizes, total approximately £3600. 
The Treasurer thanked branch secretaries for submitting information on branch bank 
accounts and signatories. The total balance of all those accounts was £1487.36 at  
31st October 2022. 
(c) Criteria for awarding OBC Prizes 
The revised proposals for the awarding of OBC prizes had been circulated earlier. 
At the meeting, JRE circulated a further document proposing modifications to these, 
namely: 
1. To retain the three named prizes (Parkinson, Pearson and Charlton, each for £150), but to 
replace the conditions for their awarding by more flexible criteria. 
2. Reflecting the relative sizes of School and Sixth Form, to award the majority of prizes to 
Years 7-11, offering up to ten £50 awards for either ‘outstanding effort or achievement in a 
subject area’ or a more general ‘meritorious service to the School’, all at the discretion and 
choosing of the School. 
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3. To recognise its importance at School and its influence on OBs of the CCF, a new £50 prize 
to be created for ‘service to the CCF’, awarded at the Contingent Commander’s discretion. 
4. The maximum sum awarded each year to remain at £1000. 
A lively discussion ensued. 
JCB, supported by SSh, suggested that it would have been appropriate to have circulated 
the above proposals to all Committee members prior to the meeting. The Chairman 
apologised for the omission. DTW, though, stressed the importance of getting agreement at 
this meeting, noting for how long the matter had been in progress and the importance of 
concluding it before the awarding of prizes this summer. The Chairman endorsed DTW’s 
comments and accordingly, on a proposal by JRE, seconded by MAB, it was agreed 
unanimously to accept the above amendments to the previously-circulated document.  
SGr and JRE volunteered jointly to draw up a fresh document incorporating the revised 
proposals, and this will be circulated to the Committee at the earliest opportunity. 
(d) Club Trophies and Medals 
SGr reported that the production of medals to be awarded to winners of the Chess 
Competition at the Annual Reunion each year was in hand and that she would be consulting 
with JRE about the matter. SGr will also present at the next meeting the results of her 
inventory of Club trophies held at School. 
(e) Branch Reports 
MEv, in his capacity as Spring Reunion Secretary, announced that 43 were expected to 
attend the event the next day, and noted that no students from the School would be there. 
He also gave the Committee notice that next year will be his last in the role, giving plenty of 
time to find a replacement. 
PMG stated that Luke Moreland will assume the position of London Branch Secretary on 1st 
April. 
The dates of all remaining Branch reunions this year were confirmed as on the current OBC 
calendar. 
A message from TRK noted that so far 10 are due to attend the Reunion in France at Orée 
de la Forêt in Beauvais on 11th July. 
 
6. AOB 
(a) The Secretary reported that Julian Dismore (77-84) had contacted the Headteacher and 
the Chair of Governors with a proposal to install, at his own expense, a ‘Wall of Honour’ at 
School, celebrating the achievements of distinguished OBs. SGr noted that there is already a 
similar wall at School dedicated to former CCF cadets. 
Julian is also proposing to hold a summer reunion in Bridlington for those at School in the 
1980s. The Secretary will arrange for an eblast to be sent about this. 
The Committee wishes Julian well with his proposals, but will not be involved further in the 
organisation of either of the ventures. 
(b) It was agreed that Committee members will be invited to attend the School production 
of Chicago taking place at the Spa Theatre on Wednesday 5th July at 7:00 pm. This will be 
preceded by an early buffet supper at the Yacht Club, organised by Martin Barmby, 
commencing at 4:30 pm. Partners and other OBs interested will be welcome to join the 
group. The Secretary will circulate the Committee with further details in May. 
(c) PJVE stated that he has received five articles so far for the next OB magazine, and 
expects to produce an edition of similar length to last year’s. 
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(d) MEv, who has recently joined the School’s Foundation Trustees, stated that he would 
like greater involvement of the Trustees with the Club and will take steps to secure this. 
(e) SGr reported that five School cadets require funding of £80 each to attend the 
forthcoming CCF camp, and enquired if the Club could contribute to the cost. MEv pointed 
out that this was a matter for the School Foundation Trust. Owing to the urgency of the 
matter, he asked SGr to provide more details after which he would contact the Chair of 
Trustees, David Burnett, to see if a proposal for funding can be passed outside of a formal 
Committee meeting of the Trustees. 
(f) DTW proposed that all School leavers should receive something publicising the Club, and 
it was agreed to discuss this at the next meeting. It was further agreed that an item on the 
Presidents’ Board should be put on the agenda of the meeting. 
 
7. Date of next Meeting 
The next meeting will be on Friday 30th June 2023 at 7:30 pm in the Cooper Lounge of the 
Expanse Hotel.  
 
There being no further business, the meeting closed at 9:15 pm. 
 
 


